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By DONNIE NUNES
Spartan Revelries of 1930, "Low
Button Shiva", will open tonight
at 1115_ o’clock beforesa near-capacity crowd in the Morris Dailey
auditorium, according to Dick
Pritchard, director.
Tickets have been selling fast,
but there are still a few available in the Graduate Manager’s
office for any of the four performances. The ducats will also
be sold at the entrance to the
Auditorium each evening starting at G:30 p’elock, Pritchard

it"Low Button Shoes".
The script was written by
Dick Pritchard and Bill Pentony,
both former members of the once
Avelhicnown 540 boys. Piltsli4s.1
Is director of the show and Pentony ’assists him.

Cliff Roche and Wayne.hfitchell
will be seen in the roles of Jack
and
Mack
from
Hackensack.
Their performances are predicted
at -being both enjo’yablesand
ing. Both are Drama majors and
have had much experience on the

stage. Their silly actions, gags
and clever facial expressions are
expected to keep the audience
captivated for the evening.
Lorraine Davidson and !filth
Martsolf wil play the feminine
leads. Both have shown promise

"Low Button Shoes" is set in
the days of forbidden beverages
and rattlers coats. Girls wore
bobbed hair and cropped, skirts
and danced the wiggly dances of
the’ "terrible twenties."
Rah-rah boys from the school
across the city (better known as
Santa-eiarer-trniversitrrsand-the
giggly, girls of San Jose Normal
school add amusement to the plot
when Meek and Jack_ appear onthe scene.
Jack and Mack, who would
like to have others believe that
they are rough, tough veterans
of World War I, journey to
California, the land of milk and
honey, to enroll In the all-girl
school. What happens when
they .finally get to Silal - J41110
Normal will be the, story of

during rehearsals and are tapable of presenting fine performances.
Bob Custer as Doctor Begorry and Lad Spolyar as Sheriff
Beltbneide are two of the takeoffs on wgil-knvint persons
about the town.
Nide Lickwar as technical director has supervised building of
the sets. Pat, ’Dempsey has seCured costumes..-Vaux Mercy has
instructed the ebbrUs in the various dances. Boyd Johnion- ’has
been musical director, and FredAas-alard-ssmitttialealadviser.
Fred Cooper and Dick %’lgum have written the original
songs for the show all of which
-were especkilly prepared for
"Low Button Shoes". Ted Balgoyen has acted as faculty adviser.

rosh Camp Plans
Plans for publicizing the SJS
Freshman camp were presented
to the student council by Ron
LaMar, chairman of the freshman camp committee, at yesterday’s council meeting in the Student Union,
Considered by the committee as
the most important phase of the
publicity would be contacting
high sehool seniors and explaining to them, the importance of
attending frestunancamp.
.
The student court announced
that representatives will be sent
to all college organisations to explaits sthe- pretereatial-bil4loitifss==
system.
The sophomore class
went on record at the meeting as
iopposing the system.
The Getup- Mintwanca select ion
committee announced that May
10 will be the deadline for submitting applications to be sent to
the camp as SJS delegates

Frat Door
Foils PSK Raid
By LA VERNE POTTS
doesn’t pay to 11Farii raternity house door, according to
nine San Jose State college stu.
,
dents.
Seven members of Phi Sigma
Kappa, national fraternity, an
two of their pledges journeyed to
the University of California Mon.!
414tIk and Mack from Hackett.
day night to pay a visit to the sack are, pictured, above as they
chapter fraterhity house there, embark upon their college cawhile most of the UC boys were reers In tonight’s production of
"Low -Button-Blussir. The two
away on vacation.
rigid
Coy Staggs, president of. the ex-doughboys, left to
Wayne Mitchell and Cliff ItOrke,
fraternity,
of
the
SJSC chapter
ride their tandem bicycle into
explains that towards the last of the Quad on their way to the
winter quarter, the California Registrar’s office.
chapter of their fraternity came
photo by IllidenbrandL
to San Jose and took a plaque
from .their front door, a gavel, an r
outstanding member’s trophy and!
a handmade beer mug.
Squinting towards the horiThe nine boys went to Berkeley
to ’recover the stolen articles. zon from his outpost atop the
They say they secured the missing highge of the inner quad palms,
articles and picked up the follow- the sun-baked one foresees
ing articles for good measure: the more sunshine for today.
It should be warmer than
fraternity house door, two scrap
books, five ivaliskins, carrying yesterday’s high of 72. The low
football scores, a paddle and a was 46. Skies were clear.
table lamp.
The taking of the door led to
their downfall. They got as far stolen articles were returned yesas Hayward on the return trip terday.
Fraternity members who took
when two Alameda county deputies stopped the boys to question part in the raid were: Kenneth
them about the large door pro- F. Blac k, Laurence Norton,
George I. &else, ’Ted J: ROpola,
truding from their Convertible.
- en HaIISIOMThe=niteriff-a_offW decided no
n I. Feint. 1’he pledgesto prosecute SheiTS-- after Ahe
were Lyle W. Runt and Philip A.
agreed to return the items.
Coy Staggs says all of the Lawton.

The Weather

v isttatton Day
Is Big Saccess

Spartan Daily

San Jose State college was
given a thorough inspection yesterday morning by, approximately
770 visiting high school seniors Vol- XXXVIII
from San Jose, Lincoln and Notre
Dame high schools.
By visiting some of the major
ttepartmenta,
asking questions, I
and touring -the -campits or visiting some of the campus activities,
the seniors have received a. preview of a college education.
’
The students arrived on campus
at 8:20 ash. and returned to their
respective schools at 11:30 a.m.
Mr. Joe H. West, dean of student personnel and guidance, says
the program was well carried out.
He explains that there will be
another "Visitation Day" later
this year for students of county
high schols, if the Schools
quest it,
me .01-tbe.ittudents_wili_ne
-able -their objectives as
a result of their visit," stated Mr.
%Vest.
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Epsilon Pi Tan Presents Awards

Results of Campus Poll May Decide Exam
Committee’s Action on Dead Week Status
proved by the Committee, are to suspension and lists tan alterngiven during that week." The atives to it. The three choices
be
There will be a meeting of the
and athletic Were
Examination committee this af- control of social
Continue as we have this year,
in the hands
ternoon at 3:30 o’clock to consider events had been left
with examinations in the 11th
concerned.
organizations
the
of
the future status of dead week.
week limited to those judged by
The committee felt the rule
Committee
.chairman,
Dr.
faculty members to be absolutely.
students
Many
created
Harrison F. Heath, will present
essential. And social and athletic
thought
instructors
abused
the
to the committee the results of
events limited similarly by the
rule and some faculty members
the recent student and faculty
organizations concerned."
felt that certain examinations
poll on the desired status of
"Reinstate Rule 7, as formerly,
could be given at no other time.
the end -quarter period. Over
leaving the limiting of social and
1400 students and faculty memTwo such end-quarter periods athletic events to the organizabers filled out questionnaires.
have gone by, and though the tions concerned.
"Reinstate Rule 7, and modify
It was decided by the commit- committee feels those periods have
tee last year to suspend Rule 7 of been satisfactory, it circulated it to forbid all -college concerts,
the rules governing finals for one the dead -week questionnaires to plays, dances, athletic events, fraternity and. sorority social funcyear. The rule provides that, "no gauge student -faculty opinion.
The questionnaire explains tions, in other words, make it
make-ups
except
examinations
for individuals and specials ap- Rule 7 and the relines* for Its really a dead-week." ----By ED ROPER

President T. W. MacQuarrie
(right) and Dr. Heber Sotzin, Industrial Arts department head,
were the recipients of special
awards at the formal initiation
banquet of the Epsilon Pi Tau
honor society April 18.
The awards were presented in
the, presence of Epsilon Pi Tau
society members composed of
industrial arts students, ex-stu-

411.111

1111.1111100==rimmeememar’_.

r

dent members, and faculty personnet.
The awards were in the form
of a laureate citation. Inscribed
on the certificate was the purpose
of the award which reads in part:
"for his lifelong advocacy and
technical support of industrial
arts and all phases of vocational
education."
photoby Bud Gagnon.
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Dear Thrust and Parry and Robert H. Bayliss:
I’m glad to see that some people are interested enough in the
meaning behind the Memorial Chapel to worry about it. Although I
agree that few students have given the Chapel much thought, I think,
Robert Bayliss, that you have drawn an unnecessarily gloomy picture
of religious interest on campus.

It Made
News Today
Turnabout

RHAYADER, Wales, (UP). -1
policeman stopped two ctir thieVti
yesterday after a chase. at 60
miles an hour.
THhe bandits knocked hint oqt
Office: Publications Building (893) on E. San darks street.
First, on intimate that few students do any religious thinking. with his own billy club.
Press of thefrlobe Printing Co., 1445 S. First street, San Jose
Editorial, Ext. 210:1-= Advertising Dept., Est. 211 That is unjustified. You should know that many students are mem- Then they stole his car.
elephones: CYpress 4 -6414
ubscription Price: $2.50 per year or $1 per guirtip for non ASB card holders. bers of religious organizations on campus and college-age groups in
local churches. You may also be
that recently a Student ReMILT RICHARDS--Business Manager ligious Forum began operation as aware
BOB SKILLICORNEditor
an attempt for members of these
Dan Hruby groups and other interested people to compare notes and search for QUINCY, Cal., (UP).Alfred
Jack Russell I Sports Eclitoe
tws Editor
Florence Ross a possible common ground. Some religious thinking must be going J. Doran put ti reverse twist on
Bay Lymburner . Society Editor.
sk Chief .
Nil Raver on
Editorial, Photo Editor Wally Wenzel 1 Wire Edhor
the old shotgun wedding theme
in these groups.
Helen Davis )
Feature Edit..
I grant that these groups are a minority. However, I’d be willing today.
Bruce Brotzman, Fred Sorboolt. Sam Creldesea. Cherleen Little
Moks-up Editors
He used his shooting iron in
bet that most students do quite.a bit-ot religious thinking, although
Donnie Nunes, Marion Summers.
they may call it something else; for instance, philosophy. They are an attempt to break up hi,
Copy Desk Bruce Brotzman, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Ron Marcus, Ross still after the same goal, al/hough they may not show it because they daughter’s marriage to ranchMassey, Homer Mater, Thad Spinal/.
up with any pat answers. And don’t forget that the hatid Emmet Stephens. 4-11e
ReportersJack AngissiT-F-ritio Cambianica, ill Chambers, Edward Conkle, Bar- have not come atheists
employer
are thinking religiously, too, perhaps more threatened Stephens’
tars Downy, John Dome!, William Epler, Francis Errata, Albert Grassi, agnostics and
unless he told him wherg the
Moses De Guzman, Roy Hurlbert, Alan Long, Tom Murphine, La Verne inteniely than the theists, although their thought is negative.
bride and groom were stayirg.
decrying the
after
Second,
Potts, Douglas Prestage, Edward Roper, Elmer Rodrigues, Jeanne Thomas,
Doran is now in jail charged
scarcity of religious thought, you
Jerome Thomas
ADVERTISING STAFF
with
a deadly
assault
with
claim that "religious thinking . .
Beth Watson can never - reconcile man with
Office Manager
weapon,
Salesmen Fired Allred, Jim Baker, Beverly Beier, John Bardacor, Dick Biersoh. God unless his heart and soul are
John Blackwell, William Ernst, William Francis, Edward Gasper, Dick Grant, in it." Take another look. You’ll Dear Thrust and Parry
Ralph Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Ray Lyon, Ralph Peterson, Ben Pettus, Vin- find that man wouldn’t be think- and ASB 547
cent Scampini, Frances Sterling.
ing religiously if he weren’t proz:
If ASS 347 is serious In his
MADERA; -Calft,----TUP
foundly concerned with some sort desire to sell his blood, I shall
der and assault charges were tott
of higher reconciliation.
be glad to furnish him with all
file today against Rayna Carmen
Think on that.
the infqrmation I can. How.
of North Fork. Calif., who atleg
Cecil Webb
ever, it would be silly ta-devote
edly shot to death a 16-year-old
Today isihe day eleTiorte has the opportunity to chuck away
ASB 6464.
a large space in the
per to
boy and wounded another in an
their shoes, brealc out their bunions and squiggle their toes in the
giving information to .ene Judiargument over whether the arm)’
’soft dust and lush lawns of the campus.
%kiwi, so if he will
cline or the marine corps was better.
to this address: Ileie
:Yea, verily, faclay is BF Day’ ’"Barefoot Day-.
Carmen was charged with mut:General Delivery, Sanfose.,
, I dering Wilbur McSwan, a junior
Barnfo.ot Day’ has been conceived, developed and put.’ into
write
shall
him
a
letter
in
deDpqrption. by the stalwarts behind the all-student production, Dear Thrust and Parry:
high school student, and with at.
tail.
sqult with intent to kill MoIt was with a great deal of surCordistli-.):Ours.
.__
f r
To our way of thinking, ;F-’.
avatinal--bro-ther._Alvin, JAL_
AB -173’
the -students to -get behind a campus occasion
that ....
could develop Tuesday’s article in the Pally
-" i-r
concerning moving up the quarkW, full day of humor, school spirit and sober fun.
’’’We’Ve-tost-carnpus -special days" in the past because of the ter schedule one week starting
laelc.6f spirit, an overabundance of the wrong type of spirits pr just with the fall quarter.
The article states that ’the
platnr.lethirgy. .
I move is being made. M__accord,
Now we’ve got another brainchild to whoop up into a day to - -anew-With a general request on
rrlt ithe opening of the student-sponsored
the part of the student body. .
s .gettizehiactit_and whip it into -e-deriThe remembered
I don’t recall ever having seen
or heard any information con_21..day that could -well become ad annual event.
mtge.
cerning-444s- -enticipat
,.8esides, think of the shoe leather you---eve!
I personally am against the move,
W. W.
navy is
The
and I’m sure that a large portion
of the student body is also well about ready to itart work or its
satisfied with the quarter set-up Much -discussed atomic’- poretied
submarine, it was 4Psciosed,todisty: ’
Separate the rooting sections! It’s -better for college spirit!
the way it.stands.
That’s the ,cry the San Jose State college student government
Unless there is some other
Adm.-Forrest P. Slim-MA, Chief
will hear in the near future. From all corners of the Spartan campus good reason besides the one
-Naval Operations. _haa_Atsised _
t.
various pressure groupsIvy- to eenvineetheeadersthat
stated in the Daily,
eve
ional authority -tor--build
separate male and female cheering sections will improve the college’s that the proposed change should
four new-type submarines- includspirit this fall at the Spartan football games.
be put before the entire student ing one -powered by atomic en’" Here is their point of view.:
body so’ that it may decide..
(1) By separating the rooting sections the rally committee
If the majority is in favor of
The atomic-driven submarine
Thltstiffillitited groups will be able to plan better stunts and pro- this plan to start earlier in the
I
will cost $40,000,000, Sherman +-Convenient
fall arid pist_ifts,st thrstirssints
- grams for DK. half-time festivities.
terms to students!
o
t e ouse Armed Services
(2) More effective control of riots, rowdyism, and unsportsman- in the spring,"sWell. Otherwise,
r
typewriter choice ! Worid11
Portable
1
No.
three,- he
secured.
like conduct can
let’s keep things the way they committee. The other
first truly modern portable typewriter{
said,
will
cost
$50,000.000.
(3) Competition between the divided cheering areas will in- are.
Hydrogen peroxide as a source Sturdybuilt to last for years!
-Crease Spartan spirit.
ASB 3187.
of oxygen for engine breathing Only the new Royal Portable has all those
(4) And last of all, if the other colleges and universities do it,
would be used in another of the features: FINGER-FLOW KEYS, SPEED
-why can’t San Jose State college follow their patterns?
submarines. This would enable SPACER, "MAGIC" MARGIN, RAPID
From the other side of the fence the anti-separation groups will
it to stay at sea and submerged RIBBON CHANGER, "TOUCH CON.
lake their stand.
for long periods without usetf TROL." Plus many more features! Cows
(1) The rooting section spirit at the Spartan football games Dear Thrust and Parry:
the German-developed snorkel or
has been good. In the last two years the cheering sections have
hi and see itl Easy payment terms!
My special operative, Q17-4, re- breathing tube.
been better-organized tium ever before in the college’s history.
from
Moscow
that
the
"BF
ports
t 2) There has been no need
Committee Chairman Carl Vinnor does there seem to be any Day" campaign is a plot to frus- son said present ships are those
Low Button Shoes go with
cause for separating the sexes for trate San Jose State’s faculty.
of "a by-gone age." Work must
trim ankles like
’Ever since Spardi-Gras was
any reasons due to unsportsmanbe started at once, he said to
DIERKS Donuts with coffee.
radicals
have
year,
banned
last
like conduct. The ASB governmodernize the fleet and meet the 71 E. San Fernando CY 4-2091
of
a
nefarious
plot
planning
been
ment
has established control
threat of guided missiles, jet
trade.
and ’Touch Conker ra r.alsted
measures in case of such occur- vengeance. This plot, my oper- planes and a fast-building Soviet "Magicmarks of Royal Typewriter Compony, Inc
ences. On the whole Spartan con- ative revealed, is called "BF navy.
371 West San Carlos
duct in the rooting sections has Day", the BF standing for "Beer
Frolic". Prompt action on the
been very commendable.
paPttthe’factiltyuity can -still
(3) The Only competition desir- thwai th impending revolvition.
edby .the rooters is with the
This is written in strictest conROUND TRIP TO HONOLULU
opposing colleges and not among fidence.
themselves.
Sincerely yours,
SAVE $$ COAST -TO -COAST BY AIR
(4) The time and weather con"I Peeked" Golden, Counterspy
_ditions under which SJS football
ASB 6889
games are held ,are_important
factors to consider. The Spartan
Low Button ’Shoes ’
grid machine plays its games in
"TICKETS WE GOT ’EM"
the evening when the’weather is
Graduate Manager’s office
in the cooler temperature readings. Therefore, it is difficult for
tile rooters to sit without heavier
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
BUS DEPOT 131/2 SOUTH MARKET STREET
clothing throughout the entire Entered as second class matter April 24, 1134,
contest to ’carry out any special it San Jose, California, under the act of
SArch 3, 1471.
and rayons lead the
stunts.
Full leased wire service of United Press.
summer fashion parade.
Under these’ weather condiPress of Me Globe Printing Company, 1443 S
First St., San Jose, California. Member,
Junior, regular and half.
the
tions
establishment of ’an
forni Newspaper Publisher’s Association.
sizes in styles for teen-agers
all -male or all-female rooting
to graceful grandma’s.
ONE OF THE FINEST ART
sections would be of no essenDefinitely
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
tial value.
Shirts in at 9:00 Out at 5:00
budget.wise!
In the end you, the rooter,
through your ASB representatives, will, decide whether -segregated male and female rooting
tNt
sections will
increase _coil_eg
_
S.N.G.
spirit.
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"Low
Button
Shoes"

"Low
Button
Shoes"

TONITE!

TONITE

"The Baffling Suit of the Year"

The 20’s had their beachwear styles,
and the 50’s are. having .theirs.

Leading the field of 1950 swimsuits
is the latest Rose Marie Reid creation, Pearl Diver.

Thrrle’eatifut-tuit has been conferred with the title, "Dream Girl
Swimsuit of 1950."

See

the

-Pearl

Diver"

and

other beachwear items at
cently Opened

many

the

re-

Elwoods

Tow Button Shoes’
Begins Run Tonight
Ity-BOX-2i1E NUNKSTonight is the night.

- - cribbgh vrriOner-10- =be" ithte-hybuy--

More
than 7500 San Joie State college
students have been hearing and
seeing the words "Low Button
Shoes" for the past three months,
but have wondered just when and
if the show would ever go on.
The time has arrived.
At 8:15 o’clock in the Morris
Dailey auditorium, the maroon
curtain will rise on the first performaneeof---the 1959 Spartan
Revelries.
More than 100 Spartans have
worked on sets, costumes, music,
props, script, dances, and makeup. Hours upon hot= have been
spent on the endless job of getting a coherent show together.

the materials necessary.
Revelries isn’t presented by an
independent organization. It Ist a
student body activity, practically
the only remaining one the college has, aside from Homecoming.
When future Spardi Gras went
down the drain after last year’s
escapade, hope for a spring frolic"
of some kind soon was shelved.
Revelries is the opportunity Spartans should. te.. waiting. for.
_

amazement when they learned
thatRe r es is a most se -supporting. It hasn’t been just the
worry of presenting a good show,
but the added worry of getting

rema
trimmed sha
From . all indications, it will be
one of the cleanest shows in "’Revelries history, which is a skill in
itself.

Looking for the girl with the
"Low Button Shoes," participating in Rare Foot day and finally
buying tickets to Spartan Revelries could be some of the ingredients which give students a
feeling of school spirit. After
all, with a student body of alLast-minutes lines, rush ormost 8000 persons, something
ders for costumes, ticket sales, I like Revelries, if greeted ,with
pictures, publicity stunts, headthe proper attitude, could bring
aches, aspirins, coffee, pencils,
students closet’ to that spirit
’typewriters, cues and all the
than almost anything.
rest of the unrevealed parts of
An idea isn’t just born and
"Low Button Shoes" will be then put right into use. Inspiraforgotten when the curtain tions for the plot of "Low Button
opens and the music begins.
Shoes" were hashed and reSome students expressed hashed. Shabby edges were

HOLLYWOOD
SHOP
86 SO. FIRST
Modeled by Beverly Ulsh,

eed

e

Woluen’s Apparel For Men of
Shop Opens Here Distinction
The Sainte Claire Clothing Shop
Elwoods Holy wood Shop. is thei
newest addition to the women’s has become to be known as the ,
apparel shops in San Jose. This home of smart up-to-date wear-1
smart new store was formerly lug ’apparel for men in San Jose. I
operating under the name of HolJoseph Garofalo, ’proprietor of
lywood Shop, but they ceased op.
erations, completely redesigned the shop, boasts a complete ’stock
_and increased. their Aim. -and,. re- I of distinctive clothing- -for--men
opened as Elwoods klollYwo
om
oqd taste.
Shop-44-3aq Jose.-formal
stom
,1_,_veasual campus wear to
Th, not,
Most twice the former . size, and business dress is available at the
with the new and larger store Sainte Claire Clothing Shop.
you will find new and finer, ap-.
Maybe you have been looking
parel names---exclusively ar Elfor
that new hand-painted tie
woods in San Joke.
.. A larger staff has been added that will fit into your wafdrobe.
Well, look no farther; just drop
to insure you prompt and courtedown
to Sainte Claire Clothing
ous service. A costume jewelry
department has been ’introduced. and sort through their unique
collection of "hand-paints." There
and it offers a wide selection of
is a large enough selection to
unique and individual pieces at
satisfy any taste or fit any wardvarious prices.
robe. Each tie with an individual
Especially for the college people
pattern. Economical too.
Is an enlarged department con-,
These hot days and weekends
taining the newest lines of casual
clothes and sportswear. A brand means an emphasis oh cool casual
new "9 shop" has been installed wear. The Sainte Claire Clothespecially for the small girls. This erg are well stocked in this line.
shop will carry merchandise in Cool gaberdine slacks and sport
ahlrlauo.tio’shIrts
genre, and
,
sizes 7, 8,_and 9,--. -just
If you girls haveh’t visited short-sleeved print shirts .
the brand new Elwoods Hollywood to mention a few.
Shop, you want to be sure and
do so the first break you get
’between classes. It won’t take you
.king to walk down W 86 South
-First - and inspect this brand
spsninjf new apparel store.

’1..1’ AN..

..

.

Mr. Garofalo welcomes San Jose
State College mates to visit his
. so the next time you
shop .
get a few minutes. take a run
down to the. Sainte Claire Clothing-SW:It- will be well worth
your

"30 Years

Makes a Difference"

Beachwear styles of 1>day end: yeter.
day are quite different as you can
But if you want the latest thing in men’s
trunksyou can’t go wrong with Gantner
Wilrienecte--try the-C-oldn
ese
ea
trunks forrTsr_i_ltert,cmfortabie swimwear.
Ganfner ."Glo Wikies"
17.95
In excellent combination for the beach .
is a cool, comfortable, cotton jersey
Gaucho shirt.
Gaucho Shirt

$2.95

Both the trunks and the shirt are available in various color combinations.
Come’ in and pick yours out today.

Sainie Claire
Clothing Shop
Seine Claire Hotel Bldg.

Modeled

by

Buzz’ Thiebout, right. and Rey Nonagon,
Xappo_Alpha.
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Aug. 30 has been set as the
wedding date of Miss Judith
Griggs and Arthur Huff. The San
Jose State college couple will
exchange vows at an 8 p.m. ceremony at St. Paul’s Episcopal
church in Burlingame.

Pamily

Gatherings Chosar--For Betrothal Announcements
Walter-Metzgar
Miss Anna Marie Walter recently passed a box of candy to a
group of friends revealing her
engagement to Erv Metzgar Jr.
_ "Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Walter--Crass Valley, the
bride-elect attended San Mateo
junior ’college and was graduated
from San Jose-State college last
quartet with a degree in education. Ihe holds menbership in
Pi Epsilon Tau, honorary education sikiety.
Met4gar is the son of Mr. and
Met 7gzi r

f
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Cotains Born

Groups Hold Dance Party to he Held

Gamma Phi Beta will hold a’
joint dessert-party with Delta
Upsilon tonight before the curtain rises on "Low Button Shoes."
Beth Calvin, social chairman for
the sorority, is in charge of the
affair.

IT’S SMART!

7Three-quarter and Full-Length

By Appointment
BUSHNELL’S STUDIO

,
24 Na. First St.

IT’S THE

CYpress 4-8877

The engagement of Phyllis Jun.
elle Booicsin to Daniel L. l3errar
was announced recently by the
bride-elect’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs H Kirk ilratiggip Me and
Mrs. Karl Berrar of San Jose
are the parents of the future i
bridegroom.
Both Miss Booksin and Berrar
at fended local schools and San
Jose State college. Berrar now
has a teaching position at VisaHa high school.,
The date of the wedding has
not been revealed:’
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Shoe Hospital
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DESIGNED FOR
ALL THE YOUNG

San Jose, Calif.
CV 2-9818
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Cleverly fashioned uith Schrank’s usual
ingenuity
it actually looks like a cute frock
but it’s really a delightful one-piece pajama.
The flattering gathered waist gives it that
peasant look. You’ll love the bright border print of
amusing and colorful square dancing figures.
Extra wide trouser legs assures "personal convenience."
Just slip it on and you’re gaily dressed for square
dancing, beachwear, gardening, sleeping, lounging
or housekeeping. An red, blue or gray ground.
Sizes 32-40.
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Hubel-Guisse
At a recent gathering of family members and friends in their
Boston avenue home, Mr. and Mrs.
Percy E. Hubei announced the
engagement of their daughter,
Phyllis Evelyn. to William L.
Guisse Jr., of San Jose. ,
The bride
be attended Los
mei wag grad_Qatus high
Jose Saftia:_eol.-mated tram
lege.
The future bridegroom, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Guisse Sr.,
attended Santa Clara high school
and .is a graduate of the UniversF:rgineering
ity of California
school.
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Helen Dirmnick and 1,t
Pritchard, assistant dean et wo. ,
men. Housemothers and repro....
sentatives from each sorority,
and fraternity on campus were.
present. Alumni and members
ot Alpha Omicron Pi were WA.
tesses for the occasion,
Present in the receiving line
were Angie Panelli, WS. Gladys 1
Anderson, housemother; Mrs.
Jeanne Minaker, alurfini adviser,APC-Pr--__Afiberta WM?, WaY, f4culiy.
adviser, Miss Marilyn Vasey was
chairman for the affair.

Throe ex I 0" Candids for $4.50. .

Let’s celebrate
BF Day at

THE COOP ’

Teach

STUDIO CANDIDS

-Phillips

IT’S NEW!
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San Jose Country club has been Martha Reid. and Bette Roberta.
Spring pledges who will -receive
chosen by Alpha Omicron Pi for
its third annual "Spring Cotil- special honor at the function are
lion" ball to be held Saturday, Delores Anderson, Frances Atkins, Marilyn Blue, Jeanette GoApril 29.
mes, Norine Hodgins, Mary Keller
Herb Pautoe and his orchestra
and Margaret Larsen.
the
semiwill be featured at
formal affair. Pat Kiely is genEntertain Housemothers
eral chairman for the dance
The chapter house of Alpha
will honor members, Omicron Pi sorority, 408 S. Eighth
which
pledges and guests of the sor- street, was the setting for a
ority. her assisting committee housemothers’ tea recently.
"is composed of Millie Brown,
Special guests were, Des*

Jeanne Griggs of Burlingame
will serve as maid of honor for
Freitas:Martip
her sister, while Katharine Fuller
June-11 is the date Miss Rose- will be bridesmaid.
mary FreitaS and llobert Martin
The young couplewill.return to
have chosen for their marriage
San Jose following their honeyin St. Clare’s -riurcji Of Santa
moon and they both will continue
Clara.
their-studies at San Jose State
Cousins Norma Jean and RichAnnouncemeni .tif-The-betra-Dial college. Miss Griggs and her fuwas- made by -the parents of the ture husband are both graduates ard Ora Hat ten were born recently to sisters-in-law occupying
bride-elect, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph of Burlingame high school
’the same room at Community
Freitas of Palo Alto.
A music major, Miss Griggs is
Miss Frettas majored in nursing the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. Service hospital. Richard Ora is
education when she ttended San H. Griggs of Burlingame. Her af- the son of John Hatten, junior
J. State college. Martin at- filiations are Gamma Phi Beta business advertising major at San
tended schools in Santa Clara and and Mu Phi Epsilon, national hon- Jose State college.
is the son of Mrs. Manuel Martin orary music organization.
The mothers arrived at the hosland the late Manuel Martin.
pital at the same time, and the
Ibabies arrived only ten hours
apart.

He wal be gradtkated in June
from the University of California
and will enter medical school in
the fail His fraternal affiliations
Chi Pi Sigma and Pratt hall
are with Beta Sigma Tau and held-a joint dance at Haldale.reAlpha :Phi Omega.
dist ly.
An August -wedding is being
Co-chairmen Louise Wurfer and
p1anne by the young couple.
Betty Wilson, of Pratt hall, and
Tan Labodinski and Bert MacCarty of Chl Pi Sigma, planned
the affair.
The betrothal of Miss Marion
Horn Itk to James Edward PhilLow Button Shoes
lips w s announced recently by
Mr. ar Mrs. Melvin Hornbeck,
’TICKETS
WE GOT ’EM"
parent , of the bride-elect.
,Graduate Manager’s 9ffice
Gractiated from Abraham Lincoln high school, Miss Hornbeck
is affi fated with Sigma society
and litiprigbow Girls.
Phill
also was graduated
from Abraham Lincoln high school
and attended San Jose State college. Fie is now a junior student,
at the University of California.
His fraternal affiliations are with
Delta Upsilon. Alpha Phi Omega
and De Molay.
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Dr. Duncan Recommends
CSTA for Teach,er Trainees

.Dr. Rich Urges
Membership
hi Assoeiaion

Dr.. Carl Dtincan, head of the Natural Science department, it
-urging all science teacher trainees to join the National Science
Teachers association.
It is the duty Cif all education
"The CSTA," Dr. Duncan said, "is a very much alive organizato become members of the
majors
encouraging
possibilities
is
continually
exploring
new
and
tion that
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California Student Teachers’ assothe best in the way of science
ciation," Dr. Carl H. Rich, associteaching. I know of no other
ate professor of education, said
teachers organization, that offers
in an interview yesterday.
as much of real value to its memDr. Rich explained that the
bers."
.
.
organization is to inform stii-,_
"In view of our program of
dents of professional responsitraining teachers for the secbilities and obligations experiwill
choir
cappelIa
a
college
The
ondary schools, and our reenced by those already teachtheoutdoor
the
in
concert
sponsibilitles in that connection, give a
ing.
membership in the California atre at Villa Montalve at SaraAll colleges in California which
Science’ Teachers association toga at 3:30 p.m. Sunday.
The program _ will include give teachingcredentials have a
and participation in its activi., 4
"Jesti, Priceless Treasure" by CSTA chapter on their campus,
ties Is tn’be highly recommendsaidDelegates from these
ch, "0 Nata Lux de Lumine."-ed," he silC Dr. Dunrair explained that stu- by Tallis, "Adoramus Te" by chapter& meet twice a year in a
dent dues in the association are Corsi, "Ascendit Deus" by Gal - general conference.
only one dollar per year, half the hut, "Ave Marie" by Villa "For the first time in CSTA
normal rate. A service that is Lobos, "Beautiful Savior" by
history, a code of ethics for
rendered by the national associ- Christiansen, and "In the Bestudent teachers was adopted
ation to its members is the col- ginning" by Copland.
at the conference in San Franled ion of free teaching materials.
Miss Virginia Bowers will he cisco on April 5 and 6," Dr.
These are made up into sizeable soloist.
Rich said. The code outlines the
packets and sent to the members
The choir is under the direc- student’s responsibility while
hool and his obliga,
Yearfora
tion of ,Mr. William ,L-ErJendsoIk
_ sev eral times_eaCh
_
public school teacher, these pack- associate professor of music.
tions to his school, fellow
ages are of outstanding value, Dr.
teachers, and students when he
Tickets are for sale in the
Duncan said.
begins stork as a teacher.
Music department, and also
The local chapter was started
may be purchased at the door
in 1938 and now has approximateon the day of the concert.
The sponsoring 15rganizations ly 200 members. The officers for
have arranged with the San the spring quarter are Jim WeyFrancisco Museum of Art to have brew, president; Arthur AckerElection of officers for the com- an exhibit of pictures from the man, vice-president; Joan Miching yeir will highlight tonight’s Bender collection ’In the little ell, secretary; Joyce Cox, treasmeetingt of the Ski club in Room gallery at Montalve on the after- urer; Clyde Hewitt and Yvonne
S112 ag 7:30 o’clock, according to noon of the concert.
iGineste,. representatives at large.
John Steele, president.
Candidates for office include
Bill Cancilla and Don Ansel,
presidet t; Norm Simpson and
Ken S4uillig, vice-president; Rich
Larson,Chuck Miller and Marsha
San Jose State college students
"As of loday and until further
Wheelenr-iroastirer; and Pat Macan receive a 10-pertrfir dile-aunt notice, this company will extend
KenJoan
Carter
and
son, Norma
on all automobile repairs they to students a 10 percent discount
nedy, secretary.
have done at Fish % Motors, 63 on every minor or major automoS. Montgomery street, San Jose. tive job on any make or year
Mr. William Feise, graduate automobile.- We use factory -apmanager, was notified of this re- proved parts alone with their ofcently in a letter from Mr. W. ficial price list and standard labor
M. Nylander, office manager of rates. Every job is guaranteed.
FOR REIT
Fisher Motors.
We give- written estimates on de Women studentsf Eat, ’sleep,
Part of the letter reads:
mand.’r
shower in comfortable, congenial
’surroundings’ ST -544- S. Seventh
.street.
Nice front room for two men,
twin be, linen furnished, laundry privileges, reasonable. Summer reservations taken. 633 S.
Fifth street._ CY 5-4627
Furnished house for rent, three
men, private lot. 479 Willow Glen
way.
Need one or two men to share
nicely furnished house with two
others. Prefer those who will
stay during summer. CY 5-5462
evenings.
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Junior.Sizes
9 to 15

Choir to Present
Concert on Sunday

SPECIAL
VALUE AT
895

Sun-Dresses
One -Piece

Skiers to Meet
Officers Tonight

Jacket Dresses
Solids
Prints
Cottons
Spun Rayons

Students are. Eligible for Discounts
On Auto Repairs at.Local Garage

1

SrARTAIkr 114101t .411

Butcher Rayon

I von’s

Classified Ads

LITTLE SHOP

Win with P-T’s

FOR MALE
Royal portable. silent deluxe.
S65, like new. 177 S. 12th
_ street.
. CY 2-9195.
Fresh eggs. ass’t. 50 cents dozen. Leave word in BQX "P" in
Coop.
1930 Chevrolet two-door sedan,
_perfect Condition, original owner.
Call at 957 Nlichigan avenue.

&lesbian to
Es-servlee man:
sell direct mail advertising, work
half day or more. Apply in person 109 E. San Fernando street.
Typist: to work in direct mail
advertising Office. Apply in person 109 E. San Fernando street.

SAVE
AND
SMILE

BETTER USED
GARMENT SHOPPE
SMART USED CLOTHING
FOR THE FAMILY

DAILY
DOUBLE

.0efe

The best find in shoe
comfort since Miles
Standish tratled Powhatan
out of his mocassins. The
--Wirstitc:Wis and arches,
support your feet like a
pair of annuities, yet they
are comfortable as old
friends. They’ll double
daily for desk or Derby,
factory or fireside, campus or courtin’ Thank P-T
alone for combining casual
slip-on, loafer comfort,
with the rugged quality
of British Brogues.

$1395
In rich, mahogany calfrkin.

PHELPS
TERM.

Sold on Consignment

42 E. WILLIAM ST.
CYpress 2-5749

219 University Ave., Palo Alto
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Spring Football Drills
Commenre Tomorrow

-

By ROD RODRIGUES
Coach Bob Bronzan expects 86 players to turn out for spring
session football practice tomorrow. Varsity lettermen and holdovers
from last year’s squad, although reporting, will not participate in the
actual drills until Monday, May I.
With a week and a half of indoctrination and practice under

Golfers Face
Tough Aztecs
By JERRY THOMAS
Unbeaten since 1948 in dual
competition, San Jose State college golf team plays one of its
toughest matches in years tomorrow afternoon when it meets San
Diego State, a team with an
equally impressive record. They
play at La Bioconada with starting time at 1 o’clock.

Ow

Like the Spartans, the’ 41w.tees haven’t been beaten in
dnal play for two years. Last
year they won 14 consecutive
matches. They faltered in the
(’CAA championship tourney
and finished third. Thus far
this year San Diego has taken
six straight, including a close
one over Universiay of Southern
California.
Leading the visiting six-man
team is Gene Littler, sophomore
sensation. He is regarded as the
leading professional prospect in
collegiate circles by southern
writers. Among many other golfing accomplishments, Littler holds
the course record for the rugged
La Jolla Country club with a
9-under-par 63.
The Aztecs boast another
sub-par golfer in Frank Morey,
CCAA co-c hamplon in ’48.

ABSOLUTELY NO
FLAT NOTES
WHEN YOU DINE

eh%
1 Mile North

of Mt. View

DINNERS...
...BANQUET

ROOM

Special student dinners every

Sunday from 4 to 7
-Closed

Mondays &

,

Tuesdays

their belts, junior college transfers and members of last season’s
team will immediately get down
to work.
-Although last week’s sessions
didn’t provide enough time for the
JC’s and frosh grads to really
disiday their wares, a good number of them showed promise.

With the fullback berth vacant.
three big transfers have served
nptice that they are making bids
to cinch the spot. They are Bob
Sykes, 195, Santa Rosa; Frank
Morris, 200, Santa Monica, and
Dave Wilkins, _ 190, from -Pasaduna

LARGEST & BEST - UNDERWOOD RENTAL STOCK
IN SAN JOSE
Special Rates to Students

Roberts Typewriter Co.
156 WEST SAN FERNANDO
EASY PARKING
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Picturd above, admiring the team trophy won by the Spartan
Judo team in last month’s championship tournament in Stockton,
are Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft and team coach Yosh Uchida. The Spartans will draw top competition In this Saturday’s second annual
San Jose State college Judo Invitational tournament, to be held
In the local gym. The matches will begin at 12 o’clock, and admission
will be free to student body card holders. Fifteen teams from
throughout the state are expected to participate.
photo by Hildenbrand
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CCAA Swim Finals to Start
Friday; Spartans Rate Choice
Entries from three colleges
have been received for the ninth
annual CCAA swimming championships in the Spartan pool,
Friday and Saturday, according
to Danny Hill, San Jose State college publicity director. They are
California Polytechnic institute,
San Diego State college ahd San
Jose State collegeSpartans have enlisted
39 mermen for the 14-event
contest. Cal Poly, which placed
third in the tournament last
year, has entered 29 men while
men for the conference swim
classic.
Rated a slight edge over their
two opponents, San Jose’s great
team depth should bring home a
victory. Four entrants are per,

Cindermen Tackle
Fresno Saturday
Highly pleased with perform.
ances against College of Pacific,
Coach Bud Winter and the Spartan track team tangle with Fresno State college in the Raisin
city Saturday. San Jose is heavily favored to defeat the Fres-

mitted for each event.
Spartan swim fans will get a
look at Don Lee, the sensational
froth athlete who recently broke
the pool record for the 1500 meter
freestyle event. Lee will face his
greatest rival in San Diego’s Norton Goldberg who has churned
the 65-plus pool lengths in 25 min.
3 _sec.
The Aztecs have another topnotch performer in.. 100-yard
freestyler Don Baker. Baker
has clocked 57 seconds flat to
his credit. The Mustangs bring
50-yard freestylet_
in Roy Thing (24.9 sec.).
T. W. MacQuarrie, president’Of
San Jose State college, S. Glenn
(Tiny) Hartranft, head of the PE
department, and Bill Hubbard, director of athletics, wil be honor’

had exepected to place one-two
In the shot. Instead San Jose’s
Dave Porter and George Nickel
heaved the ball fatther than their
previous test and won first and
second. Later,
in the 100-yard
dash when the Tigers’ Don Brooks
pulled a leg muscle, COP lost at
least 13 more points,

GOLFERS!!
Monthly card can now
be bought to agree
with your pocketbook.

Monthly Cards
$4.00

Yel
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12
top 1

Agri,
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Entitles you to
play every day.

Dallas Colony

tion.

et eerriletSill

$7.50

Reasonable
Prices

admj

(Except Saturday and Sunday)

Quality Foods

195_5. First Street

CY 2-4842

Frosh Baseball
San Jose State’s Frosh diemondmen hope to break into the
win column today when they meet
the Menlo JC nine at Municipal
stadium at 3 p.m.
The yearlings dropped a heartbreaker yesterday to Monterey

In the ninth to win the game.
Both teams slugged opposing
pitchers for 11 hits.
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Golf Course
TULLY-RD
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"Known for Good Food"
Santa Clara St.

Intramural
softball Director
Bill Perry ’ announced today that
14 teams have not paid their entrance fees for league play .to
date. Perry asks that all team
managers submit their payments
on or before- -May 2.

The I
be el

suggi
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t

Peninsular college in an extrainning encounter, 12-11, at varsity field. Tied up in the seventh
inni n g, Monterey managed to
squeeze over the winning marker

17 E.

VW!

The Hillel team has dropped ’out
_tita27___Independerit
teams scheduled to play Billet
receive an atttOrpritIt ’Wid and
draw a bye for that game, ’Perry
said. Teams MO’ schedule’ -a
practice game for the vacant filllel date.

Looking mighty good defensively was Santa Ana JC transfer Center Fran Kluewer, 210pound converted fullback. Another converted fullback vie.
lag for the center spot and promising stiff competition is Tom
Gaffe, -Sacramento 195-pounder.
Guards Jack Adams, Fullerton,
210, and George Forter, both converted tackles, also were impressive.
Outstanding tackles were Joe
Moulton, 210 pounder from San
Diego, giants Bill Yarbrough, 230.
Visalia, and Bob Reading, 230, El
Camino, and Jay Burgess.
End Jack Lanka% ex-Spartan
letterman of 1948, looked to be
in fine form as did Bob Amaral, 185, Visalia; Clarence Orr,
converted frosh tackle; Stu
Compton, 195, Chaffey; Jerry
Perich, 210. Sacramento. and
Steve Harper, 190 pounder from
Mann.
Quarterback Gene Menges in
his last year, particular attention
is being given to ex -Santa Clara
high and frosh end Stan Wacholtz, who is being groomed to
take over the quarterback slot.
Big and rangy. Wacholtz fits in
with Coach Bronson’s split T
plans where the emphasis is on
quarterback ball-carrying as well
as". passing. Eldon Payne, Visalia.
Wayne Buk.Stanftdjih
transfer, promise to give Wacholtz a run for his money.
.1
Pony-hacks seem to dominate
the halfback crop with the exceptionofRayPainter, 190 pounder from Napa. Dick Hadama, up from the frosh squad, is
a boy who raised havoc with
Herman Wedemeyer’s high
school records in the Hawaiian
Islands. Dick shows promise of
maintaining -his record -breaking performance. Other backs
impressing are Gene Goldberg,
160, San Be.rnadhio; Don Rim linger. 160, Santa Monica; Bob
Osborne, 160, Fullerton, and
Bill Walker, .175, Hartnell.

Deadline Set
On Team Fees:,

.

IN CAPITOLA
50041ROMANCE IN DINING!
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Dancing in the Beautiful
^

Kock keem
45-minute drive to "Capitola-by-the-Sea."
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
sorority fetes welcomed. For reservations
PHONE SANTA CRUZ 6140
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ally Group Discusses
to Lift Spirit
&efts
By ED CONKLE

A victory- flag indicating SJS victories and defeats in athletic
contests was discussed at a recent meeting of the Rally committee.
At Silva, who is chairman of the project, presented details of
the ,plan. According to Silva, a flagpole sporting a banner would
be erected at-a conspicuous location on the campus. The flag would
Indicate the Spartan athletic victories or defeats of the previous
day.
’ Opinions differ on how the
games, won and lost, could be
easily ascertained and where information, such as -the names of
the sports and scores, also could
be made accessible.
One person suggests placing
the number of wins on one side
of the flag, and the number of
losses on the other side. The
numbers would be changed
daily. The periodical changing
of numbers would be done by a
fraternity, club, or the rally
committee.
There is also contention about
the flag itself. A flag to represent each major sport has been
suggested. However, since nibst
of tit:swigs it SJS are considered. in -the ,major classification,
the:Idea Itftg .rejected:
,
:.. Prefer One Kanner
Twcr-flews have CO been considered but a majority of Rally
committee ; Inenajt-flavor the
idea of a single tisanes- representing all spOrts. PftWildes of the
flag woofer, ’luiva....4he letters
."SJS" in " contras Mit
’tolors.
flagpole
stiva..beed ceie- ,
committee*, suggeapt s bulletin
board to*:accornowsp, the flag.
The board would mudain the
names of ’the siirs and their
respective scores.
Where 45,u0C-6- flag could be spt
up is the major problem facing
the Rally*&riftitittee. Placing the
flag on one ot, the arches in the
inner quad hair been suggested,
but there is nothing definite as
yet. Silva will meet with college
adtrdaistratiee beads this week in
hopes of -acolotioo to Or question.
Yell Leader Tryouts
.Yell leaders to lead yells at the
i

,rontry-. Adtis
120 New Books
Topics of international interest
top he subject list of 120 books
added- to the library stacks recently.
Historical works of current ininclude:
terest
just
received
"U.S.S.R. and World Peace," Andrei Vyshinsky; "The Socialized
U.S.S.R.,"
Agriculture of the
Naum .1,asny; "Modern Foreign
Government," Frederick A. Ogg;
"Task of Nations," Herbert V.
"Agrarian
Unrest
in
Evatt;
Southeast Asia," Erich H. Jacoby.
Dealing with the theoretical
and practical aspects of world
affair* are: "Design of Democracy," Paul Soper; "Nationalism
and Culture." Rudolph Rocker;
"Power of the People," Charles
P. McCormick; "History of EcoH.
Lewis
Thought,"
nomic
----;*---HaneY_;_anel "Language and
Philosophy," Max Black,
Spiritual belief is the central
theme of "Civilization and ReIn.dous Values," Henry Major; and
Forgotten Religions," A. VerYilius; "The State and Catholic
Thought," Heinrich Rommen and
A Serious Call to a Devout and
holy Life," William Law. ,
"Rural Life in Argentina," B.
Taylor; and "Mexico Empire," H.
Montgomery Hyde, deal exclusively with matter suggested in their
Social problems are elaboratNrupon in "American Com:dimity Behavior," Jessie Bernard; "Resolving Social Conflicts," Kurt Lewin; and "Community Health Organization,"
Ira Hiscock.
Biographical sketches of prominent individuals can be found in
"The Young Maxim Gorky," Filia
"Tennyson," *Harold
Iloltzman;
Nicholson; "Lorenzo Ghilberti,"
Leo Blaniscig; and "The Life of
William Blake," Mona Wilson.
is
scienoe,
on
Literature
TavaLlatne hi "Dynamics of VeeetatIon,". Fsed...411,401011.1/4"404-..

inner-squad game in May will be
selected soon, according to Bob
Baron, yell leader chairman.
The committee decided previously that five yell leaders would
be chosen from tryouts. It was
suggested Wednesday, however,
that with the addition ot song
girls at the game, three yell leaders would be sufficient and by a
unanimous vote, the Rally committee reduced the number. In
reference to the yell leader tryouts Baron said that council members who attend the tryouts
would be eligible to vote for the
yell leaders.
Stanford football game activities were also Included in
-Wednesday’s meeting. The San Jose State-Stanford foot bail
game is scheduled to he played
a week before the fall term
begins. Ed Mosher, Rally temmittec chairman, stated that
the band would not play at the
game.
Tentative plans for next fall are
being worked out by John Piotti
and Ed Dickenson. Both men will
inherit the Rally eommittee’s responsibilities next year..
In connection with fall activities, the fate of the "Spartan
head" came up during the discussions. Although seveted MAI
were advanced, no decision was
reached on whether.the.Otol.
should be retained or not, and
discussions about Mr. Spartan
will continue next week.
Reactions of the student body
to the announcement of a male
rooting section for the Santa
Clara football game took up part
of the meeting. Opinion was divided on the idea. It was brought
out that separate rooting sections
would. better college spirit. The
separate cheer sections have been
tried at Stanford and California.

Program Chancres
Deadline for dropping courses this quarter without special
permission or penalty, is Friday,
April 28. Change of program
cards must be filed with the
Registrar’s office before 5 p.m.
that day,

line of Atomic Physics," Oswald
Blackwood; "Vertebrate Body,"
Alfred 8. Romer, and "Natural
History of Mosquitoes," Mars-ton Bates: and "Drought, Its
Causes and Effects" Ivan TannehilL

Wednesday, April 26, 1950
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.,prolger Talks
Students to Call
To Students
At Health Offfee

Mies Harva Kaaren Sprager,
instructor In the graduate school
of journalism at the University of
California at Los Angeles, will be
the Spartan Daily office between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. today
to meet with students interested
in studying ’for a master’s degree
in journalism.
Students majoring in journalism, and other students who are
studying in some other field, but
who are interested in working for
a master’s degree in journalism,
are invited to attend’the informal
meeting.
Miss Sprager will explain curriculums of the graduate school
and will answer details of the
program.

French Society
Elects Officers

The following students please
call at the HesielVtifItcl, Nopt-41,
for their First Aid certificates:
Gilbert Y. Baker, George W.
Barich, Chris James Bell, William’
R. Bond, William J. Brown, John
Buck, William K. Cakebread,
Manuel M. Carrillo, Clifford S.
Chambers, Paul M. Chandler.
’Ronald F. Christensen, Arthur
V. Ciambetti, Harold D. Clemmer,
Robert E. Courtney, Barbara B.
Crandall, Robert J. Ehrenfried,
Hazel A. Fletcher, James F. Foster, Jack R,. Garner, Mary F. Gurries.
Armand P. Hagstrom, Philip E.
Hernandez, George C.
Hesse,
Robert F. Hildenbrandt, John D.
Jagger, Stanley H. Johnson, Irene
Marie Laranjo, Wilma J. Lathrop,

Announcements

1

Installation ceremonies were
held recently by Iota Delta Phi,
French honor society, at the home
of Dr. Boris Gregory, adviser to
the group.
The new officers are James
Fortney, president; Donald Holly,
vice-president; Dorothy Copriulza,
secretary; Clifford Wurfel, treasurer; and Dolores Rose, historianreporter.
Tentative’plans are beingmade
by the club for its annual open
house honoring graduatink
iors which is scheduled for May.
Charles H. Lau, Ray A. Lowe.
Raymond 0. McLean, Adella A.
Marks, C. Ray Mathies, James H.
Olds, Dean E. Price, Victor L.
Senecal, Jack R. Shipe, Caroline
E. Snider, John C. Studt, Patricia
L. Tait, Lawrence J. TambellIni,
Betty R. Winter.

A LOCAL ORGANIZATION
SELLING BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL OFFICES
HAS AN OPENING FOR A
YOUNG MAN WILLING TO
LEARN THE BUSINESS FROM
THE GROUND UP. STEADY
INCOME. FULL TIME. APPLY BY LETTER, STATING
FULL PARTICULARS OF
BACKGROUND.

Revelries: Tickets are on sale tonight at 7:30 o’clock in S -3I.
Alpha Gamma: 7:30 o’clock
in the Graduate Manager’s office.
Students---60 cents; general ad- meeting tonight inr Room A-1- to
elect new officers._
mission-90 cents.
Sophomore Council: 3:30 p.m.
Tiepins Athletic Club: Report
to John Romero’s home, 599 S. meeting today in the Student
10th street, for a beer party after Union.
today’s game.
BY’s and Acmy Frosh: Joint
Sierra Club (rock climbing sec- meeting to discuss plans. Meet in
tion): Meet at 7:30 tonight in the the Student Y lounge at 3:30 p.m.
YMCA to discuss our next trip.
Alpha Chi Epsilon: Dues must
All interested students are in- be paid. Meet at 7:30 o’clock tovited.
morrow evening in Room 25 to
WAA Softball:" Meet on field at make final plans for May party.
Ninth and San Fernando streets
AWS.: 4;30 pm, meeting today
APPLY: R.C.L.
today at 4 p.m.
in Room 24.
Freshman Class Council: 3:30
Alpha Delta Sigma: A short
Spartan Daily Staff
o’elocic meeting this afternoon in business meeting will be held in
Advertising Staff
?worn 39.’
the Journalism office tonight at
Student V: There will be a 7:30 o’clock.
skating party,- tonight at 7:30
cfc’16ek. Meet at the’ Y lounge
and bring 65 cents.
Sigma Delta Pi: All students
interested in forming a Spanish
club meet in the Student Union
tomorrow night at 7:30 o’clock to
make plans. Further information,
will be given in classes and post -I
ed on the bulletin board.
Pi Omega Pi: Meet In Room 133,
tomorrow evening at 7:30 o’clock. i
Sojourners Club; Special ’meet_
- .121 E. SAN FERNANDO
ing in Room 139 this evening at
7:30 o’clock.
(ACross from Cal. Book)
Dietetics Majors: Meet with
Miss Mignon in H-35 today ’at
3:30 p.m.
Newman club: All officers atOpen Very
tend the executive council meet -I
ing tonight at 7 o’clock.
Thursday Night . . .
Gamma Pi Epsilon: Important
meeting at 7:30 tonight in Room
119.. Dr. Bird will speak on
"Logarithms and Exponents."
Fencing: All interested persons
are invited to today’s meeting at
3:30 p.m. to discuss permanent
date and hour for meetings.
Phi Upsilon PI: Meet in the
Phys.-Chem. Lab at 4:30 p.m. to
discuss smoker.
Alpha Eta Sigma: 7:30 p.m.
smoker tomorrow at Hotel St.
Claire.
Tr( Beta: Informal initiation

TROUT SEASON

OPENS SAT.:APRIL 29th
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
FISHING EQUIPMENT

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP

More technical books devoted
to exclusive fields are offered in
For an 00000mice! lunch,
"Polarography," Izaak Kolthoff;
many kinds of sandwiches,
"Principles of Telemetering," PerCOME TO THE . . .
ry Borden; "Meteorology," George
J. Brands; "Combustion Engineering," Otto de Lorenzi: -"New
135 E. San Antonio Street
WreYs
Cravtwei" ’S‘ Ur. 141/444"Siabrished 1925 Open ’till 2:45 P.M.
plus numerous others..

Son Jose Box Lunch

0019h tki
The place to go for good food
after REVELRIES
or anytime!
For fine food served in a pleasant atmosphere at reasonable
prices, visit VOIGHT’S, San Jose’s finest restaurant. Good
friendly service and comfortable counter, booth, or dining
room facilities make VOIGHT’S a "must" for dtnner or that
late evening snack.

165 SO. FIRST ST.

OPEN ’TILL 3 A.M.

5

Super crepe soles by CROSBY SQUARE that are thicker
than thick! Rugged, but iri an "easy going" manner
that assures many miles of carefree comfort. Good
looking, too! Select yours today!

J. S. WILLIAMS
The Store
_ That Quality Built
227 - 233 South First St.

Minewanca Provides
Spartan Leadership

Greener Grass
TO the East

DAILY FfATURES

WLaVY:RNE POTTS
If you are having difficulty in
finding a wife, go east young man,
By DONNIE NUNES ... .
Two San Jose State college students will b. sitiactod to attend go east.
A study of
statistics
Camp Miniwanca at Shelby, Mich., within the nexf few weeks, Marsh reveals this topopulation
be wise advice.
Pitman, chairman of the Camp Miniwanca committee, announcced
To start with, the 1940 cenyesterday. Lower division students, one man end one woman, will sus showed that there were only
11,602.852 single women available
be the most preferable selectees, he stated.
for the 14,837,470 single men who
The leadership training camp
were enumerated. And when the
on the shores of Lake Michigan president; Henry Down, presiwidowed and divorced for both
WoAugust.
in
conducted
Will be
dent of Freshman club; Phil men and women are
added to
men students will attend the first Ward, president of Blue Key;
these totals. We find that there
two weeks in August while men and Marsh Pitman, chairman of
were only 17,283,489 women for
students will meet the last two the W-Stile _drive last. year, are
the 17,305,988 men. And the men
weeks in August. Campers -from but is few of the many Sparand women are. unevenly distrib.
colleges and universities all
tans xi:lin...have :attended the uted.
the dation will be present. Camp trending camp in past years.
Here at San Jose State college
outstanding
is the
Miniiivanca
’the Can-in Minlwanea commitleadership training camp in the tee ’irr composed of Lad Spolyar, the situation is had. A total of.
756 men, were enrolled last-quarUnited Stetes, Pitman stated:meni6-F-or The -Student Council; ter, with only 2948 women
to keep
Besides the scholarship to the Marilyn Zeller, president of AWS; the company.
camp the woman student will Ron La Mar, chairman of Fresh..
Dr. Paul Popenoe, general direceive $75 for transportation man camp; and Marsh Pitman, rector of the American
Institute
and the man student will re- chairman of Camp Miniwanea. of Family R e
tions, advises
towards transporta- Faculty members who will vote young
ceive
men to study population
tion, Pitman revealed. Applica- on applications are Miss Helen statistics and head
for the states
tion blanks for the scholarship Dimmick, Dr. Paul Pitman, Dr. where there is a surplus
of marare’ available In the Dean of Carl Rich and Mr. James Martin......riageable women.
After seleefloii- eirthe -sirtidents,
111eri-office atid-tilif Dean of
The situation isn’t as bad in
the Student Council will approve California as it is in some of.the
Women’s office.
Any. San Jose State college the committee’s recommendation, other western states, but the
student may apply, but Pitman Pitman said. May 10 has been grass is greener in the east.
stressed the desire to have lower the day set as deadline for appliPopenoe reported, in
that
division students, preferably cation blanks to be returned to in the states of South II8North
the
committee,
he
stressed.
freshmen, submit blanks.
Carolina there were only 52 mar"San Jose State college is riageable men, unmarried and beMain thing to be considered
whether or not the student has outstanding on the west coast tween ages 25 and 34, for every
proven already that he has some for its freshman orientation 100 marriageable women. 20 to 29.
:n California, at the same time,
leadership ability. Participation in program,
.pmaCthrough
namhserF
Improvements In Fresh- there were 8_4 Jr_kayriageable men
.canipus . activities is. extremely_
important. The Chosen students "Ines Cimp program hire -been for 100 marriageable women.
While on the other hand, the
will be Freshman Camp counsel- largely due to Ideas and leaderors this next fall after their re- ship from 51inivvancii delegates. state of Rhode Island had only
turn ’from Camp Miniwanca, Pit- This leadership has also aided 54 men for every 100 women.
the development of State camp,
New York has its attractions.
man explained.
to fill the needs of the stud- too. It was reported to have but
Sponsored by the American
ents," Pitman explained.
66 men for each 100 Women.
Youth Foundation, a non-profit
_
organization, the camp’s purpose
is to train leaders who can be
helpful to people in all walks of 1
life. The training at camp is based on Christian principles .of leadership, Pitman, who was a former camper, revealed..
Classes and discussion groups
are conducted by the camp leadcrs but the main thing is that
rarnpers learn -the most_by participation in the camp organization itself.
Ten students now attending
San Jose State college are former delegates to the Michigan
camp. Fred Jobs, former chairman of the Chapel committee;
Marion Swanson, president of
Pan liellenic; Joan Hale, AceMarjolie
president of Aws;
Foster, Spartan Spear; Dave
Down, class president, member
of Student Council; Ron La
Mar, president ef., the Student
Bob Madsen, former class

$50.

CAMPUS QUIPS

by Cooper

Program for Future Police
Ranks Among Area’s Best
By ROY HURLBERT

Prevention is still the best cure.
This is the objective followed in Director Willard E. Schmidt ’s
San Jose State college police school.
Centered in the vest-pocket quarters of the campus billrelubbers
is a curriculum second to none on the Pacific coast.
reputation as
The college’s
"the" penology school of the state
is also well grounded. Present
student enrollment in police classes -numbers 208. This is a far
cry from the tally of five pioneers when the program started
here back in the autumn of 1930.
Since then, more than 800 perhave gone through the
sons
course consisting of the regular
A.B. curriculum plus specialized
polite instruction. Graduates have
little trouble finding jobs with
law enforcement agencies the
country over.
A breakdown of present enrollment flgUrelf ’Tin& ’33 fretiolORY
majors, 21 first-quarter students,
20 full-time gendarmes, and nine
men on leave from paid police
department posts.
At their disposal are some 21
technical courses under the tutelege of Assistant Professor
Schmidt and his right handyman,

Worried SJS Dad
Wants Sitters,. Inc.

Mr. Chesley Douglas. These courses range from beginning investi- .
gation to criminal law. Most are:
offered in upper division.
Of 388 students enrolled since
the police school was reactivated :
in 1945, 317 have been Golden ’
Staters. Some-29_states._have sent
includ, ’
here,
representatives
New Jersey, Connect icut,..Oluo,:l
Florida, Louisiana, and Minnesota,:
to name a few.
.
The prospective Sam Spades:
have hailed from the proverbial.
four corners, too. Besides.. home-:’
grown products and others trim.
bidlying
di’ strict s,:
there have been five imports from.
Hawaii, two from China, and one’
each from Palestine, the Philip.:
pines, and Sicily.
Three other colleges have simi.
lar police set-ups. Schmidt relates.:
Their programs, however, are con.:
siderably less in scope. Fresno
State, which inaugurated penology courses as/recently as 1947,
ranks next to San Jose State for
extent of training:
.

"Why not a Cociperative system
oFf baiby sitting between us fellows
with famiiles?" asks Spartan Jim
raz er.
f The problem of spending more
wagesinmt heannt fo rgatnh etior

’Anson mistonc 54 ssuos DOUAI OA
NACHIND ’WINN/
TN/ SUN 514I5ES ALL 110505srp.serr4 Lwow /ad Ma /104141/4 Age *red
OSTEN INN SUNDAY ALOSTANG is KSFO TANA RANO,
SNAKTAST- NAM SHOw SAIADATAKNO NuTT INAOTAS
FOE SUN, FuN. MN FOOD. ’WNW‘ /MING SWIM. ROC
tsawce. COCKTAILS WRITS Fitt C01.04. SOuvENA FOt041
014 .446441 Roach treasantoZik:40t.

furrow holes in the Frazier budget until Jim came up with the
idea of a sittin‘k agency among
the married students With youngsters.
Jim has a two bedroom home
and rOom to look after someelyoungstere for the _tie;
Ding. The children’ could be putt* bed and be picked up after
their parents returned from an
evening out.
"When we wanted to go out.
.somenne could return the favor,"
Jim says.
"The last time we went out
we spent 82.80 for entertainment and $.3 for the baby sitter.
It doesn’t add lip!"
Those interested in such a cooperative system can contact Mrs.
Kellenberger in the Dean of Men’s
office.

ANDRE’S

nn terta

Drive-In Restaurant
(Across From Civic Aodi1orion14SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN_STS.
Breakfast - Lunch -.131prusi
- Try Our Famous Rar-B-Cued Spare Ribs
with Special Sauce
Horns -Mad. Chili with
Fresh Ground &1st
30"
French Fried
85
Prawns
ANDREFS
Horns -Mack Apple Dumpling
250
with hot rum Sauc

851

snow.

. 250

Dello Dish Pies
Open Every Day, 7:30 a.m. ’fill I a.m.
Fri. -Sat. till 3 am. -Car Service

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

MEET OLD PALS
... AT KEN’S PINE INN.
Yes, when old friends get
together, they choose Ken’s
to meet and eat.

Special Rental Rates for Students
Standard & Portable
Also New Portables

3 months $10.00--Used

Machines

--- Easy Payment Ma*

EAK,F9kWG. A.

DINNER

KEN’S PINE INN
255 S. 2nd

IgV3

RENT A
TYPEWRITER
SPECIAL !.TUDENT $10
E 3MONTI4S
R

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
St

E SAN FERNANDO

CY 2 7503

N 0 W! Two Launderettes
for YOUR convenience.
THIRTY

-MINUTE SERVICE

30c wash 20c dry
San Jose
Launderette

General Economy
Launderette

463 SO. SECOND
Phone CV 4-2420
HOURS:
W.44 Days - 8-8
Saturday - 8-6
Sunday - 10-3
Clow( Thursday

872 E. SANTA CLARA
Phone CY 5.I3o
:HOURS:
W.111 Days - 9-8
.SITUF-Clay 4-LL 9-ts.
Sunday - 10-3
Closed We’dnesdy

Elizabeth Hughes
New Pi Nu Prexy

For Sale

-

IMERWOOD
Est.
24 So. 2nd Sf., CYpress 3-6393
BLANCHARD

BARBECUED

Opening

Elizabeth Hughes was re-elected president of Pi Nu Sigma, prenursing organization, yesterday at
a meeting In 8-72. Others elected
at the meeting were: Elizabeth
Kehn, vice president; Janet Nelson, treasurer; and Joyce Brizard,
secretary.
Tentative plans for a picnic
were discussed for May 19. Location of the picnic is yet to be decided.
Joyce Brizard was appointed
departmental guide for Visitation
day. She will also be one of the
speakers at the affair. Approximately 60 high school students
have sigqed to tour the department at that. time.

Soon !
DELICACIES
Try Our Real Hickory Charcoal BroilingBroiled Chuckburgers
Milk Sh.akes
Sand Dabs
Coffee

genedict:o
2nd & San Salvador

. "Corn Is ’GiteettF
May 4 - 9

=1.
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